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[opensuse][desktop] test fails in hexchat, not handling key presses reliably
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Description

Observation

openQA test in scenario opensuse-42.1-Updates-x86_64-gnome@64bit-2G fails in hexchat

Basically the assert_and_click followed by ctrl-a, delete does not work reliably, typing just "a" followed by a failed assertion hexchat-nick-empty.

Reproducible

Fails occasionally

Expected result

Last good: 20170503-1 (or more recent)

Further details

Always latest result in this scenario: latest

History

#1 - 2017-05-03 08:18 - okurz
- Subject changed from test fails in hexchat to [qam][opensuse]test fails in hexchat, not handling key presses reliably

#2 - 2017-06-26 13:20 - pluskalm
- Subject changed from [qam][opensuse]test fails in hexchat, not handling key presses reliably to [opensuse]test fails in hexchat, not handling key presses reliably
- Assignee set to lnussel
- Priority changed from Low to Normal

lnussel, as a test module maintainer, would you like to take a look into this? The latest failure to delete the textfield entry: https://openqa.opensuse.org/tests/735283#step/hexchat/21

#3 - 2018-08-17 14:50 - okurz
- Subject changed from [opensuse]test fails in hexchat, not handling key presses reliably to [opensuse][desktop] test fails in hexchat, not handling key presses reliably
- Assignee set to lnussel
- Priority changed from Low to Normal

#4 - 2018-08-20 06:58 - lnussel
- Assignee deleted (lnussel)

I may have been the original author of the test but I can not longer maintain it. If in doubt drop the test.
I have not observed this particular failure recently, closing.